The Dean of Students’ Roll of Honour recognises learning gained through various types of extra-curricular volunteering:

**Academic Activity**
Trinity students are active in a number of discipline related activities including involvement in international student associations, student managed funds and a variety of published student reviews.

**Community**
Volunteering in the community takes many forms from befriending to sports coaching, to environmental campaigning. Students also volunteer within the College community with groups such as the Junior Common Room and Trinity Volunteer Opportunities Forum.

**International Volunteering**
Trinity students have travelled all over the globe to learn about other cultures and contribute to various local causes from development education to building projects.

**Publications**
Trinity boasts a vibrant array of award-winning student magazines and newspapers which are written, drawn, designed, laid-out and edited by students in a voluntary capacity.

**Sports Clubs**
Forty-nine clubs are recognised by and affiliated to the Dublin University Central Athletic Club. Training, intervarsities, fundraisers and outreach are all realised by student voluntary effort.

**Student Societies**
There are over 100 student run societies on campus which are recognised, funded and supported through the Central Societies Committee. Societies include Knitsoc, the Phil and the Hist, Trinity VDP, the Orchestral, Choral, Cards and Student2Student societies.

**Students’ Union & Graduate Students’ Union**
The part time officers, class reps and convenors, campaign teams and ents crew are all dedicated volunteers who work to serve students’ interests.

---

**Message from Dean of Students**

The core of our mission at Trinity College Dublin is to promote the intellectual and personal development of our students. We recognize that this process of development is not confined to activities in the lecture theatre, laboratory or library. Through their extra-curricular activities, students develop skills and insights that complement their academic learning. The primary purpose of the Dean of Students’ Roll of Honour is to facilitate students in recognising the learning they have gained through involvement in extracurricular, voluntary activities by providing them with an opportunity, in the application process, for reflecting on their experience.

However the scheme also serves to acknowledge the contribution which each of those included on the Roll makes to his/her organisation or peers, College or the wider community. In this way it delivers on College’s commitment, in Action 5.2 of the Strategic Plan 2009-2014, ‘to promote, encourage and incentivize volunteering in the local, national and international community by members of Trinity staff and students’, to develop appropriate mechanisms for recognising student participation in volunteering activity and to implement ‘a certification system for students’ civic engagement both within the College community and outside the College environment’. The first year of the Dean of Students’ Roll of Honour also coincides with the European Year of Volunteering 2011 which is an opportunity to celebrate the commitment of millions of people in Europe who volunteer and offers an invitation to non-volunteers to get involved and make a difference.

I would like to express my thanks to a number of people without whom today’s ceremony would not be possible. In particular, I am very grateful to Róisín McGrogan, our Civic Engagement Officer and Eileen Punch of the Trinity Foundation for their assistance with the rolling out of the scheme and with the organization of the presentation ceremony. I am also grateful to John Dillon and Lisa Martin and the College’s Alumni Office for their support and generous sponsorship of the Roll of Honour Ceremony. Simone Cameron-Coen, Denise Crossan, Gearóid Devitt, Ronan Hodson, Lisa Keane, Joseph O’Gorman, Nikolai Trigoub-Rotnam and Orlaith Tunney provided invaluable assistance in reviewing applications. Finally, I am most grateful to Dr. Martin McAleese, one of our most distinguished alumni, for taking time from his busy schedule to speak at this inaugural presentation ceremony of the Dean of Students’ Roll of Honour.

Professor Gerry Whyte
Dean of Students
7th April 2011
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Academic Activities
Jasdeep Badwal
Luke Carroll
Simon Casey
Jessica Cook
Mark Crowley
Claire Donohoe
Freya Foster
Christina Georgiopoulou
Daniel Harrington
 Kevin Ho
Colum Horan
Samara Kraus
Amandine Lobbelle
Nora Lorentz
Chloé Mahony
David McAuley
Owen McLaughlin
Christopher Mills
Sarah Musleh
Mai Nguyen
Marius Ngombu
Robert Obare
Christopher O’Connell
Katherine O'Leary
Michael O’Sullivan
Jack Paterson
Siobhan Amber Reason
Niall Rogers
Robert Rook
Phillip Scholz
Robert Schulte
Dilpreet Kaur Singh
Jason Somerville
Christopher Walsh
Sophie Alexandra Ward
Gavin Yates

Community Activities
John Alexander
Andrew Austin
Sarah Barry
Emma Bates
Gabriel Beecham
Ciara Begley
Donna-Marie Bohan
Orna Brannigan
Clodhna Burke
Sadhbh Byrne
Debra Chan
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Rachael Moore
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Thomas Moran
Kevin Morrison
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Adam O’Brien
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Eoin Paton
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Natala Paterson
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Gurpreet Singh
Gavin Edward Stapleton
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Gavin Yates

Activities
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Seán Ó hÉigeartaigh
Wenjiao Nie
Katie Ní Chléirigh
Rachael Moore
Emily Meade
Orla McGinnity
Plunkett McCullagh
Orla McGinnity
Emily Meade
Rachael Moore
John Murphy
Katie Ni Chléirigh
Wenjiao Nie
Katie Ní Chléirigh
Rachael Moore
Emily Meade
Kathryn O’Leary
Mairead Cremins
Owen Bennett
Keira Brennan
David Brophy
Thomas Moran
Kevin Morrison
Niall Mullally
Rachel Nazarin
Anne Ni Shí Albháin
Lisa Miriam Nolan
Brian Ó hAilbhín
Ian O’Loingsigh
Adam O’Brien
Roisin O’Grady
Jim O’Hagan
Eoghan O’Keefe
Ciara Peadar
Eoin Paton
Mary-Ann Paterson
Natala Paterson
Eadbhard Quinn
Eugene Reavey
Christine Rourke
Aileen Russell
Ronan Sharkey
Gurpreet Singh
Gavin Edward Stapleton
Sara Stephens
Andrew Austin
John Alexander
Christopher Walsh
Dilpreet Kaur Singh
Phillip Scholz
Robert Rook
Niall Rogers
Siobhan Amber Reason
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International Volunteering
Mary E Black
Christina Burke
Kerri Cooper
Samuel Davies
Rahul Dewan
Róisín Fitzpatrick
Browne
Fernanda Machado
Tahani
Aislinn McCauley
Orla Murphy
Cartháil Ó Súilleabháin
Daniel O’Callaghan
Niamh Ó Donoghue
Cormac Cassidy
Jacquetta Kaye
Wenjiao Nie
Katie Ní Chléirigh
Rachael Moore
John Murphy
Katie Ni Chléirigh
Wenjiao Nie
Katie Ní Chléirigh
Rachael Moore
Emily Meade
Rachael Moore
John Murphy
Katie Ni Chléirigh
Wenjiao Nie
Katie Ní Chléirigh
Rachael Moore
Emily Meade
Kathryn O’Leary
Mairead Cremins
Owen Bennett
Keira Brennan
David Brophy
Thomas Moran
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Rachel Nazarin
Anne Ni Shí Albháin
Lisa Miriam Nolan
Brian Ó hAilbhín
Ian O’Loingsigh
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Jim O’Hagan
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Gavin Edward Stapleton
Sara Stephens
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Dilpreet Kaur Singh
Phillip Scholz
Robert Rook
Niall Rogers
Siobhan Amber Reason
Jack Paterson
Katherine O'Leary
Michael O’Sullivan
Jack Paterson
Siobhan Amber Reason
Niall Rogers
Robert Rook
Phillip Scholz
Robert Schulte
Dilpreet Kaur Singh
Jason Somerville
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Sophie Alexandra Ward
Gavin Yates

Publications
David Barrett
Owen Bennett
Mairead Cremins
James Lee
Maebh McHugh
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Kate Palmer
Kate Rowan
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Luke Acheson
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Daniel O’Callaghan
Niamh Ó Donoghue
Cormac Cassidy
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Thomas Moran
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Rachel Nazarin
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Ian O’Loingsigh
Adam O’Brien
Roisin O’Grady
Jim O’Hagan
Eoghan O’Keefe
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Mary-Ann Paterson
Natala Paterson
Eadbhard Quinn
Eugene Reavey
Christine Rourke
Aileen Russell
Ronan Sharkey
Gurpreet Singh
Gavin Edward Stapleton
Sara Stephens
Andrew Austin
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Christopher Walsh
Dilpreet Kaur Singh
Phillip Scholz
Robert Rook
Niall Rogers
Siobhan Amber Reason
Jack Paterson
Katherine O'Leary
Michael O’Sullivan
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Students’ Union
Kevin Gaughan
Cara McInerney
Cathal O’Sullivan
Matthews
Daniel McGrath
Oisin Mistel
Monica O’Keke
Jessica Pitcher
Rita Mary Ryan
Kieron Sexton
Lucy Whiston
Holly Wolohan
Pauline Byrne
Ann-Marie Hayes
Max McQuillan
Ann-Marie Hayes
Max McQuillan
Ann-Marie Hayes
Max McQuillan
Ann-Marie Hayes
Max McQuillan
Ann-Marie Hayes
Max McQuillan